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TODAY’S PASSAGE 

The people who walk in darkness shall 

see a great Light—a Light that will shine 

on all those who live in the land of the 

shadow of death. 3 For Israel will again 

be great, filled with joy like that of 

reapers when the harvesttime has come, 

and like that of men dividing up the 

plunder they have won. 4 For God will 

break the chains that bind his people 

and the whip that scourges them, just as 

he did when he destroyed the vast host 

of the Midianites by Gideon’s little band. 

5 In that glorious day of peace there will 

no longer be the issuing of battle gear; 

no more the bloodstained uniforms of 

war; all such will be burned.
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6 For unto us a child is born; unto us a 

son is given; and the government shall 

be upon his shoulder. These will be his 

royal titles: “Wonderful,” “Counselor,” 

“The Mighty God,” “The Everlasting 

Father,” “The Prince of Peace.” 7 His 

ever-expanding, peaceful government 

will never end. He will rule with perfect 

fairness and justice from the throne of 

his father David. He will bring true 

justice and peace to all the                 

nations of the world. 


Isaiah 9:2-7
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I N S P I R A T I O N  

My Uncle Tommy is a carpenter— a 

woodworker. He makes all kinds of 

awesome things, big and small. He’s 

made a really good living at it and 

people from all over the state of Kansas 

seek him out because his work is done 

so well.


I remember being a kid and seeing the 

things he had carved displayed in his 

house and I was really inspired by 

them. Somewhere in those early years 

of my life, my Mom and Dad must have 

noticed that I was interested so for 

Christmas one year my Dad built a 

worktable in the garage, purchased a 

bunch of woodworking tools for me, 

and all of the sudden I had my own 

wood shop.
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I had a long way to go before I could get 

really good at it like my Uncle, but I was 

inspired enough to begin trying.


Years later, when I was living in New 

York, I was at MET one day standing in 

front of some paintings by the French 

painter Hubert Robert and I was 

mesmerized. Again, inspiration 

overtook me, and I went to Michael’s 

and bought some canvases and paints, 

and clumsily began learning the craft. 


I’m still not as good as my uncle at 

woodworking. I’m a billion miles away 

from being Robert, but I like trying. If I 

don’t let the inspiration out, it’s just a 

concept rooted in the invisible— a 

thing that will never manifest itself in 

the outside world.


There are all kinds of things like this in 

our lives that we see or hear that 

inspire us. It may be a lecture, a film, a 

piece of music, or a work of art— it can 

be anything. But unfortunately that’s 
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often where inspiration stays. In the 

realm of thoughts, dreams, or “maybe-

somedays.”


That’s a shame, because we all have 

something to offer the outside world 

because of what inspires us on the 

inside world.


A C T I O N  

You may have noticed a few themes 

here in the sermons and songs and 

activities at CiB over this Advent 

season. Themes like waiting, patience, 

and contemplation. This has been 

intentional, because that’s what Advent 

is all about— patiently waiting for God 

to arrive.
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But tomorrow, Christmas begins a new 

season where we celebrate what we’ve 

been waiting for. We’ll sit around 

dinner tables, and open gifts, and catch 

up with old friends, and  tell stories.


The wait will be over in just a few more 

hours. That which we have prepared for 

will arrive. 


Today, I want go back to the passage we 

began the Advent season with, and talk 

about the second half of it. It talks 

about what the world will look like 

when the Messiah arrives, and more 

importantly what that means for us as 

people living in modernity.


The passage says this about Jesus 

arriving into the world. 


In that glorious day of peace there will no 

longer be the issuing of battle gear; no more 

the bloodstained uniforms of war; all such 

will be burned. For unto us a child is born; 
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unto us a son is given; and the government 

shall be upon his shoulder. These will be his 

royal titles: “Wonderful,” “Counselor,” 

“The Mighty God,” “The Everlasting 

Father,” “The Prince of Peace.” His ever-

expanding, peaceful government will never 

end. He will rule with perfect fairness and 

justice from the throne of his father David. 

He will bring true justice and peace to all 

the nations of the world. 


Isaiah 9:2-7


It’s interesting, because leading up to 

this in the passage (just like my 

woodworking and painting 

inspirations) everything only exists in 

the realm of thoughts and dreams. 

Then the Messiah arrives and the 

passage begins talking about “people” 

things.


The text speaks of peace between 

different nations and cultures, systems 
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of government that will begin to rule 

with fairness and justice. All good 

things that we want to see in the world.


But here’s where we often get this 

mixed up. 


When God arrives, we think that God is 

going to do all of this while we simply 

observe. And nothing could be further 

from the truth. Why? Because that’s 

not how God works in the world. God 

never has and never will.


If you’re taking notes, write this down. 


All that God does in the world 


God does through people.


Don’t believe me? 


Then let me ask you a question. If God 

is all powerful and all knowing then 

why Christmas? Why Jesus? Seriously, 

think about it for a second. The words 
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written down in scripture could all still 

be there, transmitted to writers from 

some invisible source of sacred 

inspiration. We don’t need Jesus for 

that. And you might say, but what 

about all of the stories about Jesus? The 

things he did and the things he taught? 

We wouldn’t have them.


That’s valid, but it still doesn’t get to 

the heart of the issue, that God could 

have simply inspired someone to write 

those very lessons down without Jesus 

ever having been born. 


The most basic truth about Jesus is this. 

God among us. The God that we can 

touch, hear, and observe in our world, 

not to just imagine as invisible concept.


Even God— yes, even Almighty God 

couldn’t get done what God wanted 

done without doing it though a human 

being. And that is “why Christmas” and 

“why Jesus.”
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Later in the scripture, we see 

something that even further drives this 

point into the heart. 


“Now you are the body of Christ, 


and each one of you is a part of it.”


1 Corinthians 12:27


If we continue to read the surrounding 

context of this passage and others like 

it, we begin to see that God views 

humanity like a body with Jesus at its 

head. Some of us are arms. Some of us 

are feet. Some of us are hands. Some of 

us are eyes or ears.


But think about that for a second. We 

are the body, and Jesus is the head. 


What does the head do for the body? 


It thinks, it reasons, it imagines. And if 

we look at scripture honestly, it’s trying 

to tell us something very simple but 
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profound— that Jesus is the head that 

thinks the things that the body acts on.


And so Christmas becomes something 

very different, what it always really was 

intended to be but we’ve distorted it 

over the years. Christmas is God 

reminding us that:


All that God does in the world 


God does through people.


Even if God itself has to become human 

to get the lesson across.


So what about all the bad in the world? 

Famines, drought, starvation, 

overpopulation, poverty, war, etc.? 

Does God do those things? As a person 

of superstition, we might want to 

answer “yes” but the truth is that all of 

these things find a common root in 

human behavior and human choice.
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God doesn’t tinker with the world. God 

tinkers with your heart, hoping that 

you’ll choose what is good over evil and 

then live that out in action.


And if that’s not true, then there is no 

use in even celebrating Christmas 

because the very point of this thing we 

remember every year is God becoming a 

part of the human experience to show 

us what good looks through human 

action. 


D O W N  T O  E A R T H  

So let me just bring this down to 

practicality in the world where we live. 


We pray for things all the time. We ask 

God to do such and such for us. It can be 

anything. 
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And over the years, what I’ve learned is 

that by praying for things, I am often 

shaped into being what I need to be in 

my actions in order to become the ready 

recipient of what I’m praying for.


For instance, when I ask God to help me 

be a better father or friend to someone, 

I find myself drawn to streams of 

learning and inspiration that move me 

to act on those very things.


It’s why Jesus asked us to pray for our 

enemies. It’s not so that God will 

magically change our enemies. It’s 

because praying for our enemies 

changes us. We begin to realize that it’s 

impossible to continue to hate someone 

that we pray for. So in the midst of 

praying for our enemies we find 

ourselves being more loving toward 

them, which changes the whole 

dynamic of the relationship. 


Inspiration leading to action. 
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God inspires. We act.


This is faith. And why faith without 

works is dead. 


That’s not meant to sound pushy or 

demanding. It’s simply just saying that 

our faith if it really is faith is 

accompanied by action. 


Joel Barker says it this way when he 

writes, 


“Vision without action 


is merely a dream. 


Action without vision 


just passes the time. 


Vision with action can 


change the world.”


Joel A. Barker 


And the longer I live, the more I find 

that to be true. It’s not just about being 

busy. That’s not enough. It’s also not 
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about just being still. That’s not enough 

either. It’s about living from the heart. 

Living lives of both inspiration and 

action coupled together. 


So we’ve pondered the arrival of the 

Messiah during Advent, and tonight at 

midnight, it will be Christmas. What 

will we do with that? 


How will we live in the world 

tomorrow? Will our faith and 

spirituality simply be a wholesome 

batch of immaterial concepts in our 

heads, or will those concepts play out in 

behaviors that bring peace, justice, and 

fairness to the outside world?


My prayer is that it would be the latter, 

for myself included, because that is the 

real Christmas. 


When light breaks through and we 

share it with others.
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There are all kinds of things in our lives 

that we see or hear that inspire us. It 

may be a lecture, a film, a piece of 

music, a work of art, or even a passage 

of scripture. But does inspiration stay 

just that? In the realm of thoughts, 

dreams, or “maybe-somedays?”


We all have something to offer the 

outside world because of what inspires 

us on the inside world. The choice is not 

Gods. It’s ours.


Instead of closing with a prayer, I’d like 

us to read a few words together. Let’s 

say these words as a commitment of 

the people that we long to be.


I will read, and we can all respond with 

the words in italics.


When we share another person's pain, or 

offer a comforting ear to a friend in need,


we are the light of the world. 
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When we give bread to the hungry, or 

support ways to house the homeless,


we are the light of the world. 


When we fight temptations within 

ourselves, and we treat our                  

neighbors with respect,


we are the light of the world. 


When we try to overcome differences with 

understanding, and resolve conflict            

with peaceful means,


we are the light of the world. 


When we look for the good in other      

people and in ourselves,


we are the light of the world. 


When we do not stay silent in the face of 

prejudice, but speak our minds                

firmly with love,


we are the light of the world. 
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When we fight despair within ourselves        

and side with hope,


we are the light of the world.. 


When we use our gifts justly in the           

service of love for all humanity,


we are the light of the world. 


You are the light of the world.


Amen.
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